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The waves which one encounters at sea and which form the breakers along

beaches are almost always caused by winds. There are other types of waves

in the ocean such as the waves that are formed by a ship moving in the

ocean and the "tidal" waves which occur occasionally and often cause great

damage. Tidal waves, technically known as seismic waves, are caused either

directly or indirectly by earthquakes on the ocean bottom, and have nothing
at all to do with the tides. Those caused by underwater earthquakes are

rare, and the ones formed by ships are of little significance. The types

that affect amphibious operations are the waves generated by wind blowing
over the ocean surface. At first these waves are very small, like the ones

formed on a pond; then they grow larger. In general, the greater the area
over which the wind blows, the longer it blows and the stronger the wind,
the heavier is the "sea" (the higher and longer the waves).

The ocean surface is very confused in the area where these waves are being
formed. There are waves of many heights and lengths. They are steep and

there are many "combers" and "whitecaps" . After the waves have left the

storm area they become long, smooth "swells". Eventually they approach

shore. When the waves reach a depth that is less than one-half the length
of the wave they begin to be affected by the bottom. They are now in

"shallow water".

At first the effect is very small. The wave slows down somewhat and the
wave length becomes shorter. A little further on, the wave height begins
to increase while at the same time the length continues to decrease. The
wave is becoming steeper (steepness is the ratio of the wave height to its

length). This change occurs at a faster and faster rate as it travels into
even more "shallow water". Suddenly, in a distance of a few wave lengths,
it peaks up and breaks » It is this surf, the origin of which is usually
many miles away, that is your concern when landing a craft on a beach.

A trained aerologist, with adequate weather maps at his disposal, can fore-
cast the wind blowing over the ocean and then forecast the waves caused by
these winds. Combining his knowledge of waves with the information ob-
tained from hydrographic (ocean) charts, he can then forecast the surf
along beaches even though they may be many miles from the storm area. He
can indicate to the planning staff the best places and best times for
landing operations but he cannot get you through the surf.

However, there are many items which engineers and amphibious craft opera-
tors with long years of experience have found useful in helping you to
operate in the surf. These useful suggestions, together with a pictorial
description of the surf and beaches are covered in this manual. Proper
use of them will result in safer landings

.
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DEFINITIONS

THE FOLLOWING VERTICAL SECTION SKETCHES ILLUSTRATE THE TERMS
COMMONLY EMPLOYED IN DISCUSSIONS OF WAVES, SURF, AND BEACHES

CREST ^ DIRECTION OF
WAVE TRAVEL

STILL WATER LEVEL
OR TIDE STAGE

TROUGH

D = DEPTH

BOTTOM OF OCEAN
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DEFINITIONS OF WAVE CHARACTERISTICS

DIRECTION OF WAVE TRAVEL

L

cf TX IW >
^ 1/ DIRECTION OF ORBITAL

|
1/ MOVEMENT OF WATER

i \\ PARTICLES IN DIFFERENT—
-r- -JT PARTS OF A DEEP-WATER

WAVE.

SMALL MOTION OF WATER
BELOW THIS LEVEL

/' BOTTOM
7777/7mmnnnzzmmnninmnmznzzzMZA

DIRECTION OF WAVE TRAVEL —
L -j

7j/ii!iiniiiiiii/piiiiniiut/ntt/fi/ini/w>
BOTTOM

BEACH GRASS SHOWS DIRECTION OF THE
MOVEMENT OF WATER PARTICLES UNDER
VARIOUS PARTS OF A SHALLOW WATER
WAVE.

DEEP WATER WAVES
WHEN THE WATER DEPTH IS GREAT, THE
BOTTOM HAS NO EFFECT ON THE MOTION OF
WAVES; HENCE, SUCH WAVES ARE CALLED
DF.E° WAT^.R WAVES

SHALLOW WATER WAVES
WHEN THE WATER DEPTH IS SMALL, WAVES
CAUSE THE WATER TO MOVE AT THE BOTTOM.

OFFSHORE -*—-1— SHORE OR BEACH

*- FORESHORE

BREAKER

BACKSHORE

BERMS—

v

-jTrrrrrnrrrrTTfr • <••• ^SCARP
HIGH- WATER LINE

•w Tipniii n" l ff

- -LOW- WATER LINE

PLUNGE POINT

Utnillii

CLIFF

DEFINITIONS OF BEACH CHARACTERISTICS
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1. Bar

2. Beach face

3. Bern

4. Breaker

5. Breaker angle

6. Crest

7. Cusp

8. Deep water

9. Height

10. Length

11. Littoral current

12. Period

13. Scarp

14. Sea

15. Shallow water

16. Surf zone

17. Swell

18. Trough

19. Wave steepness

DEFINITIONS

An offshore bank of sand or gravel.

The section of the beach between the berm and the
limit of backrush of a wave.

The horizontal or nearly horizontal section of a
beach which is present landward of the beach face
when there is an adequate supply of sand.

A wave when it spills, plunges or surges into the
foaming, swirling mass of water as is seen on a beach.

The angle a breaker crest makes with the beach.

The highest part of a wave.

A nearly semi-circular alternate ridge and hollow
formation often occuring in the beach face which
tends to be at right angles to the water's edge with
the ridges tapering to a point seaward. (See photo-
graph in Section IV (i)).

Water deeper than half the length of the wave.

The vertical distance between the crest and the pre-
ceding trough.

The horizontal distance between two successive crests.

The current, parallel to the shore, that is created
by a wave breaking at an angle to a beach.

The time it takes two successive crests to pass a
fixed point such as a buoy, a rock or a pile.

A vertical rise often present in the beach at the
juncture of the beach face and the berm. This is the
result of waves eroding the beach during a stqrm.

The short, high and often broken waves in the storm
area.

Water less deep than half the wave length.

The section between the line of breakers and the

beach face.

The long rolling waves at sea.

The lowest part of a wave.

The ratio of the wave height to its length.
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GENERATION OF WAVES

Waves which affaot amphibious operations are generated by wind blowing over the ocean surfnoe. At first the waves are very mil,

as shown on the small lake in the photograph below (left). The greater the length of the area over anion the wind blows, the

longer it blows, and the higher its speed, tiie larger are the waves. After the waves leave a storn area, as in the open ocean,

they tend to become long and smooth "swells" like those shown in the photograph below (right). Eventually the swell reaohea shore

peaks up and then breaks. It is the larger waves, or swell, breaking on a beach which make the surf dangerous. An aerologist,

with the aid of weather cherts and hydrographic charts, can forecast the wind blowing over the ocean and then forecast the waves

generated by these winds.

Typical wind waves in i generating area. tNote tfie variability
of the wave height, wave length, and the length along the crest.

Swell in the vicinity of Oceanside, California resulting
from storms thousands of miles to the south. Note the
regularity of the swell compared to the waves in a gener-
ating area, as shown in the photograph to the left.

Aerial Photograph Showing Two Wave Trains.

The small waves coming from the upper right are being generated by the looal wind.
The long low swell from the upper left was generated several thousands of miles
away. Note that the swell is almost invisible in deep water but peaks up near shore
to form the predominant breakers.
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RKKHACTIoN OK WAVES

(a} Jhoaliag Botton

As wives move into shallow writer and approach the shore at an angle to the botton contours, the wares are beat. This is known as

refruction. The benhng of waves aay cause a co:. verging, or diverging of the crests (depending upon the hydrography with a sub-

sequent mcreise or decrease in wave or breaker height. Another effect of waves approaching n beach at an angle is to induce a

longshore current inside the breaker zone. This current is effective in transporting sand along the shore and is also a hazard

to landing crsft operating through the surf zone.

* «Jl^ "*

Pt. Pinos, California

Waves moving over a subcarine ridge concentrate to give large

wave heights on a point.

Arena CoTe, California

Spreading of waves by refraction produces low wave heights at

the pier. ^^^

«%40 %

Halfmoop Bay, California Purisima Pt.. California

Note the increasing width of the surf zone with increasing Refraction of waves around a headland produces low waves and
degree of exposure to the south. narrow surf zone where bending is greatest.
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Oceanside. California

Wares tend to become parallel to the beach.
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REFRACTION OF W A Y KS

(a) Shoaling Bottoa
(Continued)

Waves in shoaling water refraot in suoh a maimer that

they tend to become parallel to the underwater oontoure

and, eventually, the shore. However, they usually break

before becoming quite parallel to the beaoh.

Ill

REFRACTION OF WAVES
(b) Currents

When the waves buck a current, as when they run against an ebb curren/at a harbor entrance, they shorten up and grow higher, pro-

ducing a choppy sea and, frequently, breakers. When waves r"i with Trent, as in flood current at a harbor entranoe, they

becoKe longer and lower.

Hunboldt Bay. California

FLOOD TIDE

Humboldt Bay, California

EBB TIDE
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S P R K IQNE

la) General Keaturea

The character of the notion of the water shoreward from the point of breaking is the moat oritical from the standpoint of m to

shore operat-ons. Two principal types of motion exist: one ia the oscillating motion during the pasaage of aach wbt», and tba

second is the longshore or littoral current . In the oscillatory motion, the seaward and shoreward Telooitiaa diffwr ooneldwrablr.

Thus, at a fixed point just shoreward of the breaker point, the motion of the water ia a slow seaward flow and than a qui ok ahora-

ward motion as the breaker passes. The effect of these relatively high shoreward velocities in the operation of aaphibioua oraft

is to impose high stresses and to make it eitrenely difficult to maintain control of the craft.

The following radio-synchronized photographs show surf conditions on both flat and steep beaches when viewed from the air and

from the shore. Tiie photographs show the same waves. Breakers seldom appear dangerous when viewed from the aea.

|
OFFSHORE BAR

_^_~—^_ SCALE

k^^**2****^HSs o ffrT iooo

Aerial View of the Surf The Surf as Viewed from Shore

FIAT BEACH

Clatsop Spit. Oregon

Aerial View of the Surf STREP BEACH

Monterey Bay, California
The Surf aa tosaa& tifli Shan
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(b) Typical Surf Conditions

A plan form of a beach and its profile perpendicular to the shoreline are the long term results of the waves whioh aot upon it,

and of the supply and type of sand available. The beach slope is one of the predominating factors in determining the onaraoter

of the surf. Beaches generally are classified as to slope, that is, flat, moderate, or steep. The following aketoh shows the

range of beach slopes that are found on the Pacific Coast of the United States. Aerial photographs showing typioal beaohes un-

der heavy and light surf conditions indicate the wide variety of surf conditions that may exist on a particular beaoh depending

upon the height of the offshore swell.

8S&CH, WASH

corc^oo seach^6* «** '"

BEAC". CAUF

COO 40C 600 BOO i«OC '600 tew DOC

STANCE t.LT tbom SttTIO n m FEET

Typical Pacifio Coast beaches showing the wide range of beach elopes that oommonly are found

Heavy surf on a flat beach on the Washington Coast.

Passing through this surf zone requires considerable

time; hence it would be exhausting to the operator.

Light surf at the same locality as shown at the left.

Compare widths of the surf zone.

SWI ON A FLAT BEACH

Heavy surf on a steep beach at Fort Ord, California. Light surf at the same locality an shown at the left.

SUE? (H A STKKP BXACH
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SURF ZONE

(c) Breaker Types

When a wave reaches water that is between one and a half times as deep as the
wave is high, it becomes unstable and breaks. The different ways in which
waves break, and their effects on landing craft are as follows. These three
modes are spilling, plunging and surging. The primary factors that determine
the breaker type are the steepness of the wave in deep water (that is the
ratio of its height to its length) and the slope of the beach. The steeper
the wave and the flatter the beach, the more likely the wave will spill. On
the other hand the flatter the wave and the steeper the beach the more likely
the wave will plunge. If the beach is very steep (1:5) and the wave is flat
it will surge up the beach face. Other factors such as a sea breeze, bars,
other trains of waves, currents, etc, tend to cause a wave to spill which
would otherwise plunge or surge.

The reason for the different effects on landing craft of the various types
of breakers is the method in which the energy is unleashed upon the craft.

A plunging breaker releases its energy almost instantaneously. A spilling
breaker releases it gradually over a relatively long distance, and this energy
is continuously being dissipated by turbulence as it rolls shoreward. In a

surging breaker all the energy is transformed into translatory energy right
at the beach face.

It has been found that the spilling breakers are safest for landing craft to

operate in. It has been found that a Dukw can operate in a twelve foot
spilling surf with the same ease as in an eight foot plunging type surf. In
addition, for the same deep water height, a spilling breaker will be less high
than a plunging breaker. The plunging type surf is the most dangerous for all

types of landing craft. If high (eight feet) or greater it can pitch an am-
phibious tractor over if caught right . If it breaks on a non-covered craft
it oan hit the coxswain or troops with considerable force. Observations of

landing craft in surging breakers up to ten feet in height indicate that
this type of surf is not dangerous for amphibious tractors or Dukws as they
continue up the beach face. However, it is very hazardous to LCM and LCVP as

they have to remain at the beach face. Large breakers of this type throw
them up on the beach face, broaching and hard-grounding them. Small surging
breakers (two and three feet high) caused many LCM and LCVP to broach.
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SURF ZONK

(o) Breaker Types

Both photographs and diagrams of the three types of breakers are presented below. The sketches consist of a series of profiles

of the wave form as it appears before breaking, during the breaking, and after breaking. The numbers opposite the profile lines

indicate the relative times of the occurrences.

SPILLING BREAKER

___^„ BEACH BOTTOM

BEACH IS USUALLY VERY FLAT

SKETCH SHOWING THE GENERAL CHARACTER
OF SPILLING BREAKERS

BREAKING
POINT

FOAM 4 _3 2_ \ ,

BEACH IS USUALLY STEEP

PLUNGING BREAKER SKETCH SHOWING THE GENERAL CHARACTER
OF PLUNGING BREAKERS

SURGING BREAKER SKETCH SHOWING THE GENERAL CHARACTER
OF SURGING BREAKERS
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(c) Breaker Type—Effect on Craft
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A. Surging Breaker at Blue Beach,
Operation Miki. Oahu. T. H.

B. Surging Breaker at Yellow Beach,
Operation Miki. Oahu. T. H.

Surging breaker at

C. Blue Beach, Operation Miki,

- Pa*»l- T
>
F -

&2J

D. Seven Foot Plunging Breaker,
Monterey. California

•» «

5?!
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(d) Breaker Type—Effect on Craft
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sen ZONE

(d) Variability of Surf

Surf ia eitreoely Tariable both with position along the shore and with tiae. Hefraction effeote due to changes in the alignment

of a cotst, as well as Tariable bottom conditions along a beach, may cauae marked rariation in the charaoter of the surf from

point to point along a shoreline. Of equal importance is the fact that the height of wares rariee considerably from ware to wmTe.

As illustrated by the following ohart from a ware reoorder, waye trains are usually characterized by groups of high htm separ-

ated by periods of relatiTe calm. Wares Tary appreciably both as to height and period. If it is desired to trarsrss the surf

in either direction, obserre the sequenoes of the highest wares, then start immediately after the ooourrenoe of * set of high

wares because a series of low wares usually occurs in the succeeding minutes.

Thia reoocd

be timed to

Typioal Ware Record

demonstrates the fallaoy of the old statement that erery serenth ware is a high ware. Passage through the surf should

follow immediately after the ooonrrenoe of the higher wares.

Point Loma, California Boss landing, California

VARIATION 0? SUE? ALOKG A REACH

An appreciation of the principles of ware refraction permits the selection of a looality whsre the snrf is rslatlrsly low.
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(•) Surf Changes With Tide Stag*
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Changes in the character of the surf may ocour in a few hours beoause of the
effect of the tide. Thus, for the beaoh profile illustrated in one of the
following sketches, at high tide the beaoh has the oharaoter of a steep beaoh
with a narrow surf zone) whereas at low tide it appears as a flat beaoh with
a wide surf tone. For a beaoh with an offshore bar the effeot of the tide on
the oharaoter of the surf tone is illustrated in the other sketch below. Thus,
at high tide there is a single line of breakers on the beaoh) whereas, at low
tide there are two lines* one on the bar and one on the beaoh. On tone beaohes,
particularly the wide flat beaohes of the Washington coast, several offshore
bars sometimes are present in whioh case several lines of breakers will exist.
On suoh beaches, the waves reform and break again on eaoh successive bar. The
areas of unbroken water between the bars thua provide a plaoe of rest and re-
orientation for a landing craft. In case of dangerously high surf, the oraft
might be directed through eaoh breaker zone by an observer at a high point
and in radio contaot with the oraft.

HIGH TIDE LEVEL BREAKER

80 FEET
250 FEET-

VERTICAL SCALE EXAGGERATED 5 TO I TO SHOW DETAIL

Effect of tide on width of surf tone. At high tide the beaoh
has the character of a steep beach with a narrow surf tone,
whereas at low tide it appears as a flat beaoh with * wide
surf eons.

HIGH TIDE LEVEL BREAKER

LOW TIDE LEL,

VERTICAL SCALE EXAGGERATED TO SHOW DETAIL

Effect of tide on oharaoter of surf sons in the presence of
a bar. At high tide there is a •ingle line of breakers on
the beach, at low tide there are two lines, one on the bar
and one on the beaoh.
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(e) Surf Changes nth Tide Stages

(Continued)

Vertical aerial photographs of a steep beach and a flat beach at high and low tide stages.

HIGH TIDE HIGH TIDE

LOU TIDE

FLAT BEACH Clatsop Spit, Oregon

LOU TIDE

STEEP BEACH Soldiers' Club Beach, Fort Ord, Monterey, Calif.
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(f) Oscillatory Current*
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The following sketches (vertical aeotlona) show the general character of
oscillatory currents immediately before a ware breaks, at the point of break-
ing, and Immediately after breaking. These sketches were prepared from
action pictures of wares in a glass wall channel. A landing oraft in the
surf and advancing shoreward has its stern lifted by the forward rush of the
orest. As the stern is lifted, the bow sinks deeper in the preoeding trough.
In this position the stern is being forced toward the beaoh by the orest,
while the bow is being foroed seaward by the baokwash. These two foroes
aoting in opposite directions tend to turn the oraft over or, if the craft is
at an angle to the breaker, broaoh it.
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(f ) Oscillatory Currents - Effect on Craft

The position of the center of gravity of the craft relative to the wave
crest at the time it breaks is very important. The sketches shown be-
low (drawn from motion pictures taken of a LVT(A)(5) model in a wave
channel) illustrate the great variation in pitching for three conditions,
Jt has been found that craft 1b in the moat dangerous position when the
center of gravity of the craft is just in front of the wave at the time

it breaks.

tth U' // , / n >// // n

" " h ///> ,i t / ,n /n n

Surfboards (negligible

piton)
CG of craft just bejiind

wave crest at time of
breaking

^7777777-7777

< •

777777

Maximum pitch, 30°

CG of craft one craft
length in front of wave
crest at time of breaking

Maximum pitch, 52°

CG of craft just in f ront

of wave crest at time of
breaking

Prototype conditional Breaker height, 8.0 feet, wave period, 14^ secondj

beach slope, 1/15. RESTRICTED
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SURF oONE

(g) Longshore Currents

A longshore current is set up within the surf zone when waves break at an angle with the shoreline. The currents flow parallel

to the shoreline inside the breaker zone and are found most commonly along straight beaohes. Their Telocity increases with

increasing breaker height, decreasing wave period, increasing angle of breaker-line with the beach, and increasing beach slope.

The longshore current is much less than the Velocity of the oscillating currents but it is relatively constant in direction with

sustained velocities as high as three knots having been measured. Normally, velocities of from 1/* to one knot can be expected.

Strong longshore currents are effective in causing landing craft to broach.

Aerial photograph of swell breaking at an angle to the
shoreline, thus causing a longshore current in the dir-
ection shown.

Photograph of landing craft broached as a result of the
longshore current.

Some difficulty was encountered while attempting to drive jeeps
from LCVPs which were careened by the surf, sometimes violently,
endangering personnel. An attempt was made to steady and straight-
en out the craft by hawsers held by men on the beach. (Uotice men
standing between the jeep and side of LCYP.) Hoveaber 25, 1946
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(g) Longshore Currents—Salvage of Broached Craft by Shore Crews

Shore crews can be somewhat effective preventing broaching of an LCVP on a

beach (use should be made of a Dukw or tractor for greater pulling power,
however). Prompt action is necessary before craft broaches too much. Once
the craft has swung around and is laying broadside to the beach, salvage by
sea is best. The forces acting on a craft grounded foreward are shown on
the accompanying diagrams. The typical situations existent on steep beaches
are shown in 1A and 2A. On flat beaches where the craft alternately grounds
foreward and aft as it pitches in the uprusheSj the resultant movement is as
shown in 2A and 2B. There is evidence that these craft rarely ground on the
skeg with the bow free. In fact this can occur only on certain profiles at
specific tide stages. Such a case is a condition where the bow clears a bar
and the stern grounds, leaving the bow afloat. Broaching is not often a

hazard under these circumstances,, The diagrams portray the conditions that
are most frequently encountered. It can be seen that placing a line on the
bow is of doubtful effectiveness but that a line astern produces a compara-
tively great turning movement tending to bring the craft at right angles to

the surfo

RES IRICTED
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(g) LONGSHORE CURRENTS - SALVAGE OF BROACHED CRAFT

BY SHORE CREWS

FORCES ACTING ON LCVP WHEN AGROUND

A - AGROUND FORWARD . LINE

TO INSHORE SIDE OF BOW.

RESULTANT OF CURRENT
DRAG 8 WAVE IMPULSE

MOMENT ARM, BROACHING FORCE

REACTION FORCE

ROTATION POINT

MOMENT ARM, SALVAGE FORCES

BEACH
SALVAGE PERSONNEL
AND EQUIPMENT

IB - ALTERNATELY AGROUND
FORWARD a AFT, j PITCHING

IN THE UPRUSH OF WAVES)
LINE TO BOW.

RESULTANT OF CURRENT
DRAG ft WAVE IMPULSE

LIMITS OF REACTION FORCE

y Qy°
/l/o SALVAGE PERSONNEL

AND EQUIPMENT

HYD- 4865- 155-00
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(g) LONGSHORE CURRENTS - SALVAGE OF BROACHED CRAFT
BY SHORE CREWS

FORCES ACTING ON LCVP WHEN AGROUND

RESULTANT
MOTION

2A - AGROUND FORWARD .

LINE TO STERN.

N
RESULTANT OF CURRENT DRAG

8 WAVE IMPULSE

MOMENT ARM, -"'

BROACHING FORCE
MOMENT ARM,

SALVAGE FORCES

REACTION FORCE

BEACH SALVAGE PERSONNEL n
AND EQUIPMENT

2B- ALTERNATELY AGROUND
FORWARD ft AFT. LINE

TO STERN.

RESULTANT OF CURRENT DRAG
a WAVE IMPULSE

PERSONNEL \ 6\o
AND EQUIPMENT^ \«\o\ N O

HVD-4866-15c^00
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{h) Rip Currents

A type of current in the surf zone that nay be of importance in certain areas is the rip current. Rip currents flow out from

shore through tne breaker line in narrow rips and occur on a Laos t all open coasts. They are caused by the waves piling water

against the coast. This water flows along shore until bottom irregularities are sucb that it can escape seaward. As indicated

by the following photograph, a rip current consists of three main parts: the feeder current, wnich flows parallel to the shore

inside the breakers; the rip current proper, which flows through the breakers in a narrow band; and the seaward portion, where

the current widens and slackens. Rip currents are easy to detect from the air but more difficult to detect from the ground. A

ground observer usually can distinguish a rip by a stretch of unbroken water in the breaker line and patches of foam and dis-

colored water offshore. Once rip currents have formed, they cut troughs in the sand and remain fairly constant in position un-

til the wave conditions change. It has been found that, as rip currents cut channels through bars, it is usually best to operate

LCtt's and LCVP's in these rips during low tides as then there is less chance of the craft becoming stuck. On the other hand,

experience has also shown that it is best not to operate LVT's and Dukws in rip currents.

v >'r] , v, .DISCOLORED
J

t

V WATER

—VA
\W

RIP CURRENT

X_J£ S_3—

*

rffi^
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Idealized Rip Current

The Feeder Current may, and often does, approach from both sides.

Aerial Photograph showing Rip Curren'
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(i) Profile Changes by Uare Action

A aandy ahoraline changes in profile and plan aa the waves change, and wayee are aa variable daily, seasonally, and annually

as other aspects of the weather. Conversely, changes in its beach cauee a change in the character of the surf. During periodi

of low long waves, the beaches may build up their berms on the foreshore. The beach slope in the ahore area tenda to steepen

and the bars tend to become lesa pronounced, often nearly disappearing. On the other hand, during periods of high ateep waves,

the slope in the shore area tends to flatten while the offshore bars tend to increase in size. With a given wave action, the

steeper beaches change faster than the flatter beachea. Bars, cusps, gravel deposits and minor forms appear and disappear

rapidly and frequently. Recent sand deposits are usually soft but become harder under compaction by wave action and tidal var-

iations. Any beach which is undergoing, or has recently undergone, a distinct change may be a difficult beach upon which to

operate.

FT
BEFORE LARGE WAVES
AFTER LARGE WAVES

-5 FT

SCALE IN FEET

Profile Changes due to Wave Action

Changes such as this take place more rapidly on a steep beach than on a flat beach

Typical Beach Cusps

Beach cusps may appear and disappear overnight with an abrupt change
, of wave action. Erosion of cusps may leave a series of steps where
the crest of each cusp has been cut away, and soft sand is newly de-
posited in the troughs cf the old cusps. Water rushing off the ridges
into the hollows of the cusps and out to the sea make it advisable to

bring LVT's and Dukws in on the ridges bnt LCVP's and LCM's in on the

hollows

.
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SURF ZONE

(i) Profile Changes by Wave Action
Cause and Effect of Scarps
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During the period when steep "storm" breakers cut back the beach face,
scarps are formed. When these scarps are high, their adverse effect
is quite apparent. In addition, small scarps only a few feet high may
offer considerable hazards to an amphibious operation. A small scarp,
only two feet high, caused an LVT(3)fC) to throw a track during an
attempt to climb it at an angle. It was successfully negotiated when
the LVT hit it head-on (which has proved to be the best way) but only
after three attempts. However, during each of these attempts, the
relatively unprotected underside of the vehicle would have been ex-
posed to enemy fire had this been an enemy-held beach.

Vertical aerial photo
Steep storm waves of this type cut scarps in a bear.h face.

LVT(3)(C) throws track going up
a two-foot scarp at an angle.

LVT(3)(C) ascends same scarp at
right angle to it on third try.
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(a) ADVICE TO SWIMMERS AND RUBBER BOAT

CREWS IN TRAVERSING THE SURF ZONE

Proper timing in pasting a plunging breaker is the key to survival.

3
) s-\

U~7 ^
^J

\\\ vL-RlP CURRENT

A SWIMMER CAUGHT IN A RIP
CURRENT AND BEING CARRIED
SEAWARD SHOULD SWIM
PARALLEL TO THE SHORE
EITHER WAY FROM THE CURRENT.
ONCE OUT OF THE STRONG
SEAWARD CURRENT THE WAVES
WILL HELP HIM RETURN TO
THE SHORE.

FEEDER CURRENTS

PLAN VIEW

A swimmer never should expend energy in fighting s rip current, but instead
should talcs advantage of the other currents which help him return to shore.

AN ANCHORED LINE ATTACHED
TO THE FORWARD END OF A
RUBBER BOAT HELPS TO
PREVENT THE BOAT FROM
UPENDING AND CAPSIZING.

LINE ANCHORED SEAWARD
OF BREAKER ZONE

~7Trr77rntlUlt'<t<t TT^rTTTTTTTTTTTTT~TTT/S'tfllin//<'>lltt 111 I, t ////</

U

<Utl<( (i

VERTICAL SECTION

A line through the surf sons to an anchor beyond the breaker permits the

operators to pull themselves seaward hand-over-hand as well as to assist
in preventing overturning.
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(b) Advice for Craft and Vehicle Operators

1. One of the main causes of casualties in the surf is engine failure
(especially Dukws). Be sure and have all hatches dogged down,. Don't
allow the water to get into your engine compartment and cause an elec-
trical or fuel failure,,

2. Make use of variability of breaker height with time. Approach and re-
tract through the lower breakers. Watch them and start just as the big
ones break.

3. Make use of the variability of breaker height along the beacho If

tactically possible, approach and retract at sections of low surf.

4. When approaching the beach, watch the breakers and try to jockey just on
the crest and surfboard in. Don't be just in front of the wave crest as

it breaks. This is the most dangerous position. If you are at least one
craft length in front of the wave when it breaks you will pitch, but be
safe.

5. Keep at right angles to the breakers at all times while either approaching
or retracting. If the breakers are at an angle to the beach, traverse the

breaker zone at the same angle to the beach.

6. Rip currents run seaward through the breakers from the hollows of cusps.
These currents cut channels through longshore bars. Take advantage of
this fact and operate LCM and LCVP through the channels. Don't get
grounded on a bar. The currents are often high, so operate the relatively
slow LVT and Dukw in between the hollows.

7. If a ramp sticks while down, make use of a bulldozer. Get it up quickly
and retract before you broach. Do not retract unless the ramp dogged
down.

8. LCVP and LCM coxswains should use power to keep the bow hard against
the beach. On steep beaches with very small surging breaking there have
been casualties because the boat (without power) surged a few feet sea-
ward with the ramp down and immediately filled with water and sank.

9. If a craft broaches, make use of a stern line, not a bow line. Use a
Dukw or a tractor to pull on it. Men can do little. Get a salvage
line to a broaching craft immediately. Don't wait for it to broach;
if stern broaching lines are used as soon as a craft lands, the
casualties due to broaching will be reduced greatly. Concentrate on
the craft just starting to broach; to work on a fully broached craft
that is aground is just wasting time if others can be righted in a short
time.

10. When handling the lines during salvage operations be sure and keep them
clear of the screws.

11. Launch LCVP and LCM from jeheemies with the stern of the craft to sea.
In this manner the section of the craft with the greatest draft will be
in the deepest water. The craft is less liable to wash ashore again
(perhaps damaging the screw while doing so). Further, the craft is

in position to back through the surf.
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(b) ADVICE FOR AMPHIBIOUS CRAFT AND VEHICLE OPERATORS

12. The longer a boat is at the beach discharging men and equip-
ment, the longer It is In danger of broaching or hard grounding.
Get the ramp down, the cargo discharged, the ramp up and retract
as fast as possible.

Broached craft — the result of men being slow In disembark-
ing and slow in raising ramps.

13. When retracting, LCMs and LCVPs should back through the surf
and not attempt to turn about, retracting bow first. The craft
does not tend to broach as much and thus avoids being hit broad-
side by an approaching breaker when backing through the surf.
This applies to a steep or moderate beach. No field information
is available for a very flat (1:100) beach.

**P

Backing through the surf
Wet but safe

Turning about in the surf
Soon the craft will be broad-
side to the surf and in danger.
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